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Cancer Monthly Horoscope  

2019 predictions  

Www.cafeastrology.com  

The 10th Annual Michigan Paranormal Convention 
 

Experts and television stars will be on hand to cover such topics as paranormal investigating, 

psychic abilities, demonology, and UFOlogy. Attendees will be able to meet some of their      

favorite television paranormal investigators. 
 

Date: August 22nd-24th, 2019 

Location: Sault Ste. Marie, Michigan, at Kewadin Casinos Dream Makers Theater  

More information: www.saultstemarie.com  

THE UFOLOGY WORLD CONGRESS 
 

This 3rd Edition of UWC it will be certainly a showcase of speakers never imagined in the 

history of World Ufology, bringing together famous researchers who can show even the most 

incredulous a unique and unrepeatable experience. 
 

Date: 6th, 7th and 8th September 2019 

Location: CONVENTION CENTER • Hesperia Barcelona Tower Hotel (Barcelona, 

Spain) 

Speakers: Dr. Michio Kaku, Alfred Webre, Nick Pope, Jan Harzan, Roberto Pinotti, 

Enrigue de Vicente, Paola Harris, J.J. Hurtak, Desiree Hurtak, Josep Guijarro  
 

For more information: www.theufologyworldcongress.com  

The Kentucky Ghost Hunter 
One of the most listened to  

Paranormal Radio Programs in  

The United States 
 

Listen live every Tuesday at 9PM CST and call us  

with questions or comments during showtime! 

1-888-627-6008 USA  

323-744-4207 Outside USA 
 

For more information: 

www.kentuckyghosthunter.com  

"A transit of Mercury across the Sun takes place when the pla-

net Mercury passes directly between the Sun and a superior 

planet, becoming visible against the solar disk. During a    

transit, Mercury appears as a tiny black dot moving across   

the disk of the Sun." 

www.timeanddate.com 



 Publishers Letter 

As a journalist I failed so many times. Elevator-

pitch after elevator-pitch, poor interviews and 

hundreds of article submissions gaining the same 

response saying, “Thank you for your submission, 

you will be hearing from us.” I didn't get the job 

but here is the thing…I didn't quit. I didn't fall 

back instead I continued to fail and fail and fail. 

It didn't matter because you know what…if you 

hang around the barbershop long enough, sooner 

or later, you will get a haircut. The point is…do 

you have the guts to fail?  
 

My second point about failure; 

if you don't fail you are not 

even trying to get something 

you never had. You have to do 

something you never did. Imag-

ine you are on your deathbed 

and standing around your 

deathbed are the ghosts repre-

senting your unfulfilled poten-

tial. The ghosts of the ideas you 

never acted on, the talents you 

didn't use and they are angry, 

disappointed and upset. They 

say; “We came to you because 

you could have brought us to 

life and now we have to go to 

the grave together.” So, I ask 

you today…how many ghosts 

are going to be around your bed 

when your time comes?  
 

You got to get out there! You got to give every-

thing you got whether it is your time, your talent, 

your prayers or your treasures because you will 

never see a u-haul behind a hearse.   
 

Your life will never be a straight path because 

taking risks is not just about going for a job…it’s 

also about knowing what you know and what you 

don't know. It is about being open to people into 

ideas and the chances you meet the people you 

might learn from. Never hold back, give every-

thing you got! And when you fall throughout life, 

maybe even tonight after a few glasses of cham-

pagne, remember this…fall forward.   

Carpe Diem! Yes, it could be very frightening 

because it’s a mean world out there but you only 

live once so do what you feel passionate about. 

Take chances don’t be afraid to fail. Go outside 

the box. Don’t be afraid to go and think outside 

the box, and don’t be afraid to fail big. But re-

member, dreams without goals are just dreams 

and they ultimately fuel disappointment. So, 

have dreams but have goals and understand that 

to achieve these goals you must apply discipline 

and consistency every single day. 
 

We all have different talents 

some of you are medical doc-

tors, some lawyers, some scien-

tists, some educators, some 

nurses. True desire lies in the 

heart, It’s that itch that you 

have whatever it is you want to 

do. So claim it, work hard to get 

it and when you get it, reach 

back and pull someone else up. 

Don't just aspire to make a liv-

ing…aspire to make a differ-

ence!  
 

I found that nothing in life is 

worthwhile unless you take 

risks. There is no passion to be 

found playing small and set-

tling for a life that is less than 

the one you are capable of living. I am sure, peo-

ple told you to make sure you have something to 

fall back on. But if I'm going to fall I don't want 

to fall ‘back’ on anything, I want to fall ‘forward’, 

figure at least this way I will see what I am going 

to hit. Falling forward? This is what I mean; Tho-

mas Edison conducted 1,000 failed experiments 

because the 1,000 and first was the light bulb. 

Fall forward because every failed experiment is 

one step closer to success. You have got to take 

risks. And I am sure you have probably heard 

that before either. But why is that so important? 
 

I got two reasons first you will fail…at some 

point in your life except you will lose, and you 

will suck at something there is no doubt about it.        

Embrace it because it’s inevitable!  
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 Contributors  

 Gregg Henriques (Virginia, USA)  
Prof. G. Henriques, Ph.D have been passionate about the possibility of develop-

ing a more integrated and coherent way of approaching the field of psychology 

and the work of psychotherapy. He first published his approach for developing a 

theoretically unified view of the field in 2003, and have been expanding on that 

view and its implications ever since. Dr. G. Henriques is a licensed clinical psy-

chologist, a full professor at the James Madison University and the author of A 

New Unified Theory of Psychology. www.gregghenriques.com  

 Emily Rickman (Geneva, Switzerland) 

Emily is a PhD researcher at the University of Geneva, Switzerland. Her work 

involves hunting for planets using a technique called direct imaging at some of 

the world’s biggest telescopes. She completed her Masters in Physics and Astro-

physics between the University of Sheffield and the Australian National Uni-

versity where she got to complete research in both planet hunting and binary 

star systems. www.emilyrickman.com  

 Nick Howe (UK) 
Nick’s involvement with the paranormal developed through an interest in reli-

gion, although of no faith it became apparent that the paranormal was a com-

mon theme of belief. Coupling this with personal experiences he was staggered 

by the number of events family, friends and acquaintances also experienced. On 

retirement he felt it was time to devote more time to studying this which culmi-

nated in the formation of PRI UK and became a member of The Society for Psy-

chical Research and the Association for the Scientific Study of Anomalous Phe-

nomena. www.paranormalresearchinvestigators.co.uk  
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 Uffe Gråe Jørgensen (Copenhagen, Denmark) 
Uffe Graae Jorgensen is an astrophysicist, associate professor, and head of the 

research group Astrophysics and Planetary Science at the Niels Bohr Institute, 

University of Copenhagen. Professor Jørgensens PhD was on the subject of stel-

lar atmospheres, but during the last 10 years his main research has been on 

exoplanets. He has published more than 200 scientific papers, and written 

more than 100 popular science papers and organized 20 TV broadcastings on 

popular science. www.astro.ku.dk  

 Michio Kaku (New York City, United States) 
Theoretical Physicist — Dr. Michio Kaku is the co-creator of string field theory, 

a branch of string theory. He received a B.S. (summa cum laude) from Harvard 

University in 1968 where he came first in his physics class. Dr. Kaku is the 

author of several scholarly, Ph.D. level textbooks and has had more than 70  

articles published in physics journals, covering topics such as superstring     

theory, supergravity, supersymmetry, and hadronic physics. Dr. Kaku carries 

on Einstein’s quest to unite the four fundamental forces of nature into a single 

grand unified theory of everything www.mkaku.org 
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 William John Murray (UK) 
Physics professor and Ph.D. Bill Murray is an Edinburgh-born researcher. His invol-

vement at CERN includes understanding the interactions and properties of the Higgs 

boson using the ATLAS detector at the LHC. He also searches for new physics, espe-

cially dark matter. Dr. Murray was the ATLAS Higgs convener from 2009 until 2011, 

physics coordinator from 2012 until 2014, and was right in the center of the Higgs 

discovery in July 2012. Most of his career, Dr. Murray was a researcher at RAL, in 

Oxfordshire and in 2013 became a professor at Warwick University, where he now 

teaches half time.  A physics degree also lead Dr. Bill Murray to a Ph.D. position in 

Cambridge on the OPAL experiment at CERN. http://delphiwww.cern.ch/   

 Maria Anna van Driel (Germany)  

Maria Anna is the owner and founder of The Next Truth magazine, an investiga-

tive science journalist, columnist, foreign correspondent, ghost writer. She has a 

MA in ancient Alchemy, a BA in Metaphysics and a BS in Theoretical Physics. 

Her interest includes among others Mythology, Medieval and (pre) Egyptian Sym-

bolism, Quantum-, Optical-, Particle-, and Astroparticle Physics. Maria Anna 

finds always the time to write new articles while having a nice chat with her 

(future) contributors. www.nexttruth.com   

 The University of Leeds (Yorkshire, UK) 
The University of Leeds, established in 1904, is a public research university in 

Leeds, West Yorkshire, England.With 33,300 students, it is the fifth largest 

university in the UK. From 2006 to present, the university has consistently 

been ranked within the top 5 in the United Kingdom for the number of applica-

tions received. www.leeds.ac.uk   

 Andy Wilson (UK) 

Andy’s interest in the paranormal started early in his childhood after some per-

sonal experiences which could not be explained rationally. Since the 1980s An-

dy has been researching the paranormal and is involved in regular investigati-

ons. He is a member of The Society for Psychical Research and the Association 

for the Scientific Study of Anomalous Phenomena and the pioneering Ghost 

Club established in 1862. Andy values his contact with clients while respecting 

their paranormal experiences. 

www.paranormalresearchinvestigators.co.uk  

 NASA Science (Washington, D.C.)  
The Science Mission Directorate (SMD) is an organization where discoveries in 

one scientific discipline have a direct route to other areas of study. SMD is ta-

king you behind-the-scenes alongside their experts to explore the secrets of the 

universe. From remote locations on Earth to the depths of outer space, join the 

conversation live each month to interact with NASA experts and watch as they 

reveal the mysteries of our solar system and beyond. www.science.nasa.gov  
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Death Finds a Way or Mud  

Chapter 9  "The Wake" 

hey had hired the function room at the 

King’s head and Bell, and quite a crowd as-

sembled there. Mary had arranged savoury nib-

bles, a glass of champagne and unlimited lemon-

ade and coffee. When everyone was assembled 

she raised her voice, and proposed a toast to An-

drew’s memory.  

 

Soon the champagne was gone, but shortly after-

wards Gavin Standworth pushed though to Mary 

amidst the fam-

ily who were, de-

spite their best 

intentions, gath-

ered in a knot. “I 

thought you 

should know: I’ve 

opened a tab at 

the bar. Andrew 

was such a tonic 

for the lab, well, 

it’s the least I 

could do.” and 

with that he 

raised his voice 

and spoke over the throng: “Drinks are on the 

Lab; just tell them you are with the Beedles”. 

“Oh”, said Mary, “well, thank you”, though she 

looked, a least to Elly, anything but thankful.  
 

She had never liked Gavin, blaming him for An-

drew’s long hours, but she hid it and he ploughed 

on oblivious: “This is just a terrible, terrible thing 

for all of us. Well for you of course more than 

anyone. He was such a great guy, no one can be-

lieve it. One week he is there and the next he is 

gone. And yet that the truth...” he trailed off, 

then started again: “It’s good so many people 

came - and there were more at the church too. So 

many people liked him and wanted to pay their 

respects.” “Yes, I never know he was so much 

liked”, replied Mary, and then spotting an escape, 

“Did you know his daughter Elly?  

She is reading biochemistry at Durham now”, 

and as soon as Gavin turned his head she had 

turned back to her mother-in-law. Gavin was de-

lighted to talk to Elly, and could be quite persua-

sive in his own way.  

 

She was soon holding an unwanted glass of cider 

and backed against the wall under a barrage of 

questions which were clearly aimed at extracting 

everything she knew about her father’s process. 

Suddenly Elly 

looked to her 

right and 

groaned. Peter 

Brown was hov-

ering just a few 

feet away non-

chalantly look-

ing at his 

phone. “Gavin”, 

she said, “I 

think we are 

probably being 

recorded. You, 

Mr. Times-man, 

this is a private party, how dare you come in 

here”. ’‘Oh, I’m sorry” he started, “I just wan-

dered into the public bar...” and with that Gavin 

grabbed him by the arm and hustled him out of 

the room and down the stairs.  
 

Aaron was just beside her. “Well”, he said, 

“Fancy Gavin buying drinks. And you realize that 

he must be paying himself - there is no way he 

could put this on expenses. That’s more money 

than the Lab has put into the project in years. ” 

“Really?”, asked Elly. “Well, it feels like it. We 

were always scrounging for cast-offs. There is 

never support for a breakthrough before you 

make it.” He trailed off, and then changed tack. 

’By the way, did you see my RAL pass? I thought 

I left it in the vestry, but it wasn’t there after the 

service.”  

 

By William John Murray  
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www.amazon.com 

Prof. Robert P. Crease 

books.wwnorton.com 

Dr. Marc Wittmann 

www.amazon.com 

Nick Pope 

www.amazon.com 
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lanet hunters at Geneva Observatory 

have been carrying out an ongoing 

planet search using a technique called 

‘radial velocities’ for the past 20 years on a 

telescope located in the Atacama Desert in 

Chile. In a paper led by researcher Emily 

Rickman they report the discovery of 3 new 

massive planets and 2 low mass brown 

dwarfs (objects that are bigger than a 

planet, but not quite a star). 
 

Researcher Emily Rickman along with other 

planet hunters from Geneva Observatory, Swit-

zerland have discovered 3 new massive planets 

and 2 new low mass brown dwarfs. 

Discovering planets outside of the Solar System, 

known as exo-planets, is vital in trying to under-

stand how Earth and the Solar System formed. 

Different detection techniques are used to find 

these far away worlds, but many observational 

biases exist that can make planets so far away 

difficult to detect. 
 

Researchers at Geneva Observatory have been 

carrying out an ongoing survey of stars in the 

Southern hemisphere for over 20 years in order 

to detect exo-planets. These stars are similar to 

the Sun in size and temperature and nearby to 

our own Solar System, known as the ‘Solar 

neighborhood’. The survey is carried out using 

the Swiss telescope based at La Silla observatory 

in the Atacama desert, Chile – an optimal place 

to observe the night sky due to low light pollution 

and dry clear conditions for most days in the 

year. 
 

There are several techniques that can be used to 

detect exo-planets – one of the most popular and 

successful techniques is called the ‘radial velocity’ 

technique. As a planet orbits a star, this causes it 

to wobble as both the star and the planet in the 

system orbit their centre of mass. As the star 

wobbles, or moves towards or away from us as 

the planet orbits it, this causes the light received 

from the star to be compressed (making the 

wavelength observed bluer) or to be stretched  

(making the wavelength observed redder), as 

demonstrated in the image. 
 

The best example of this in everyday life is when 

an ambulance with its siren on speeds past you. 

As it is approaching the sound wave is com-

pressed and the siren has a higher frequency, but 

as the ambulance passes you and moves away, 

the sound wave is stretched and the frequency of 

the sound decreases, giving this infamous high to 

low sound as it moves past. 
 

The radial velocity technique, otherwise known 

as the Doppler method, uses the same phenome-

non. We observe and measure the Doppler shift 

of the spectrum of the host star of an exoplanet. 

This creates what’s called a radial velocity curve. 

From this we can pull out information like the 

orbital period of a planet, i.e. how long it takes 

the planet to orbit a star as well as the mass of 

the planet.  
 

Using this 20 year survey of measuring radial 

velocities, Rickman et al. report the discovery of  

3 new exo-planets and 2 low mass brown dwarfs 

(objects that are bigger than a planet, but not  

The Discovery of Three New Planets and    

Two New Low Mass Brown Dwarfs!  

By Dr. Emily Rickman, www.emilyrickman.com  

Emily Rickman is a PhD researcher at Geneva 

Observatory, Switzerland. She is working on 

two large surveys, NACO-ISPY and SPHERE-

SHINE (SpHere INfrared survey for Exo-planets) 

https://arxiv.org/abs/1904.01573  
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Because these planets are so massive and at such 

wide separations away from their star, it is possi-

ble to directly image some of these planets – 

quite literally taking an image of a planet next to 

a star.  
 

When an image is 

taken of a planet or 

brown dwarf, the spec-

trum of its atmosphere 

can also be observed 

helping to understand 

these objects even 

more. These observa-

tions can be pieced to-

gether to help constrain 

how these planets 

formed – which in the 

long run help astrono-

mers understand how 

our own Solar System 

formed. So stay tuned 

for the next stage in investigating these new 

planets!                      ■ ■ ■  

 

You can follow Emily via her website 

www.emilyrickman.com and on twitter  

@emilyrickman93   

 

quite a star). These planets are at very long dis-

tances away from their star, greater than 5 times 

the distance of Earth to the Sun. They take 

longer than 15 Earth years to orbit their star, 

which is why this long 

term survey is vital in 

detecting these objects. 

They are also giant 

planets which masses 

of several Jupiter 

masses or more, far big-

ger than any planet in 

our Solar System. 
 

Some of these planets 

are also very eccentric, 

which means that its 

orbit around its star is 

not very circular like 

that of Earth’s. It 

means that at some 

points in its orbit it is 

extremely close to its star, which means that the 

planet would likely be very hot and at other 

points in its orbit it would be very far away from 

its star meaning that the planet would likely be 

very cold – not very ideal conditions for alien life! 
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The radial velocity technique – Photo credit: ESO  
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ew research reveals clues to a crucial period 

of rapid evolution in complex animals that 

began roughly 540 million years ago. 
 

The research examines the period of rapid evolu-

tion, known as the Cambrian explosion, and indi-

cates extreme fluctuations in atmospheric oxygen 

levels corresponded with evolutionary surges and 

extinctions in animal biodiversity. The trigger for 

this fundamental 

phase in the 

early history of 

animal life is a 

subject of ongo-

ing biological de-

bate. 
 

The study, pub-

lished today in 

Nature Geo-

science by scien-

tists from the 

UK, China and 

Russia, gives 

strong support to 

the theory that 

oxygen content in the atmosphere was a major 

controlling factor in animal evolution. Led by the 

University of Leeds and UCL, the study is the 

first to show that during the Cambrian explosion 

there was significant correlation between surges 

in oxygen levels and bursts in animal evolution 

and biodiversity, as well as extinction events dur-

ing periods of low oxygen.  
 

The history of oxygen on Earth  

Dr Tianchen, study lead author and postdoctoral 

researcher at the University of Leeds, began this 

research while at UCL. He said: “The complex 

creatures that came about during the Cambrian 

explosion were the precursors to many of the 

modern animals we see today.  
 

"But because there is no direct record of atmo- 

spheric oxygen during this time period it has   

been difficult to determine what factors might 

have kick started this crucial point in evolution.  
 

“By analysing the carbon and sulphur isotopes 

found in ancient rocks, we are able to trace oxy-

gen variations in Earth’s atmosphere and shal-

low oceans during the Cambrian Explosion.  
 

"When compared to fossilised animals from the 

same time we 

can clearly see 

that evolution-

ary radiations 

follow a pattern 

of ‘boom and 

bust’ in tandem 

with the oxygen 

levels. This 

strongly sug-

gests oxygen 

played a vital 

role in the 

emergence of 

early animal 

life.”  
 

Study co-author Professor Graham Shields from 

UCL Earth Sciences, said: “This is the first study 

to show clearly that our earliest animal ancestors 

experienced a series of evolutionary radiations 

and bottlenecks caused by extreme changes in 

atmospheric oxygen levels.  
 

“The result was a veritable explosion of new ani-

mal forms during more than 13 million years of 

the Cambrian Period. In that time, Earth went 

from being populated by simple, single-celled and 

immobile organisms to hosting the wonderful va-

riety of intricate, energetic life forms we see to-

day.” 
 

The team analysed the carbon and sulphur iso-

topes from marine carbonate samples collected 

from sections along the Aldan and Lena rivers in 

Siberia. During the time of the Cambrian  

By the University of Leeds, www.leeds.ac.uk  

Monday 6 May, 2019  

Oxygen Linked With the Boom and Bust of 

Early Animal Evolution  

The Cambrian Period, or explosion, it is the time when most of the                 

major groups of animals first appear in the fossil record.  
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explosion this area would have been a shallow 

sea and the home for the majority of animal life 

on Earth.  
 

The lower Cambrian strata in Siberia are com-

posed of continuous limestone with rich fossil re-

cords and reliable age constraints, providing suit-

able samples for the geochemical analyses.  

The isotope signa-

tures in the rocks 

relate to the global 

production of oxy-

gen, allowing the 

team to determine 

oxygen levels pre-

sent in the shallow 

ocean and atmos-

phere during the 

Cambrian Period.  
 

Study co-author Dr 

Benjamin Mills, 

from the School of 

Earth and Envi-

ronment at Leeds, 

said: “The Siberian Platform gives us a unique 

window into early marine ecosystems. This area 

contains over half of all currently known fossil-

ised diversity from the Cambrian explosion. Com-

bining our isotope measurements with a mathe-

matical model lets us track the   

pulses of carbon and sulphur entering the sedi-

ments in this critical evolutionary cradle. Our 

model uses this information to estimate the 

global balance of oxygen production and destruc-

tion, giving us new insight into how oxygen 

shaped the life we have on the planet today.”  

 

Study co-author Maoyan Zhu from Nanjing Insti-

tute of Geology 

and Palaeontol-

ogy, Chinese 

Academy of Sci-

ences, said: 

“Understanding 

what triggered 

the Cambrian ex-

plosion requires 

multidisciplinary 

study. It took a 

long time to get 

this result. We 

already got sam-

ples from Siberia 

in 2008.  
 

"The sections in Siberia are difficult to access. It 

took time for us to organize the expedition and 

collect the samples there. Without support from 

Russian colleagues, we could not have done the 

project.”   

 ■ ■ ■  
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Lena River in Sakha (Yakutia), Siberia.                         

Credit: Andrey Zhuravlev, Lomonosov Moscow  

State University 
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e know from the recent years of re-

search on exoplanets (i.e. planets or-

biting other stars than the Sun), that there 

are approximately 10 billion stars in the 

Milky Way alone with planets similar to 

Earth in both size and temperature.  If life 

arose on just a fraction of them and in just a 

few cases developed intelligent beings with 

a technical civilization, we have to expect 

that they will travel 

to the nearest plan-

ets, just as we will 

do in the future. So 

why haven’t aliens 

from one of these 

planets visited 

Earth? Is the uni-

verse filled with 

planets where life 

never arises? Or are 

other Earths con-

stantly bombarded 

with devastating 

asteroids? Or why 

are we apparently 

so alone in the uni-

verse? 
 

For millennia, people 

have fantasized about 

whether there are other planets like the Earth 

where humans can live and advanced civilization 

can develop. At sometimes people saw it that 

there are an infinite numbers of such places 

while at other times we have believed that the 

Earth is entirely unique. But it was always 

speculation only, until today. In recent years it 

has become clear that the number of Earth-like 

planets extenze beyond even our wildest fanta-

sies. But how many Earth-like planets are they 

actually? Is there water flow on the surfaces? Is 

anyone living there?   
 

While we can’t directly see the many planets we 

can measure the effect using three separated 

methods. One of the methods is known as the  

Transit method. Here one is searching for the pe-

riodic dimming of the stellar brightness as a 

planet moves in front of the star. This method is 

used by the Kepler satellite to discover nearly 

3000 exoplanets which are the planets orbiting 

around other stars and our own sun. Another 

method is the so called Radial-Velocity method or 

Doppler method. Here one measure how the plan-

ets gravity pulls the star back and forward dur-

ing its orbit making the 

star wobble.  
 

The most accurate 

measuring today is able 

to measure if a star, 

maybe hundred light 

years away, is moving 

towards us at the pace 

of a turtle. However 

this enormous accu-

racy, allows us only to 

discover planets as 

large as the largest 

planets in our own so-

lar system i.e. Jupiter, 

Saturn, Uranus and 

Neptune.  
 

To find planets similar 

to our own, a search 

method has been introduced know as Gravita-

tional micro lensing. This method measures how 

light changes when two stars a line with one an-

other. If the nearest star is orbited by a planet, 

the planet can be identified by the way the light 

of the background star is altered on the way to-

wards us. One sees the fingerprint of the planet 

in the light of the background star. Together the 

three methods have shown us that there are 

more planets than stars in the universe.  
 

Our own Milky Way contains hundred billion 

stars but is home to three hundred billion plan-

ets. And maybe even more surprising, is that 

many as ten billion of them resemble the Earth. 

They are neither a gaseous planet like   
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The first evidence of an exoplanet was noted in 1917, but 

was not recognized as such. The first scientific detection 

of an exoplanet was in 1988; it was confirmed to be an 

exoplanet in 2012. Source; Wikipedia  

 

Is the Earth Common but Life Unique?  

By Professor Uffe Gråe Jørgensen, www.nbi.ku.dk   
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Jupiter without a solid surface nor are they as 

small as the mass of the moon unable to have an 

atmosphere. And they are all orbiting the star at 

such a distance that if it was our Earth which 

was placed there, lakes, rivers and running water 

would exist at the surface. Nevertheless, we have 

never received a radio signal from any civiliza-

tion there. And the galactic supermarket is not 

teeming with extraterrestrials in visit. Why not? 

There are billions of Earth-like planets. Is it be-

cause our own solar system is unique? The most 

optimal place for the development of life? If so, 

what is that is so unique about our solar system? 

It is obviously not the Earth’s existence because 

ten billion other stars 

in the Milky Way have 

a planet that resem-

bles the Earth.   
 

The solar system and 

all other planetary 

systems where formed 

from a collapsing cloud 

of interstellar gas and 

dust. Most of the ma-

terial became the cen-

tral star. In our case it 

is the sun. The bulk of 

the rest was expelled 

into interstellar space 

via a violent jet-stream 

but a tiny amount of 

gas and dust remained 

as a disk around the 

star. That is where the 

planets formed. In the inner part of the cloud it 

was so hot that only very rare elements such as 

stones and metals could clump together and to 

form planets. On the outer part of the disk it was 

so cold that it will have been snowing.  
 

Water is so bunded that, once it can form snow 

planetary pieces as large as ten times the mass of 

the Earth, it can build up like massive snowballs. 

If the gas cloud still exist at the time when the 

ice planet has grown ten times the mass of the 

Earth, than the gas will start collapsing into the 

ice planet transforming into a large gas clump 

hundred times of the mass of the Earth or even 

more. This is how Jupiter and Saturn where 

formed.  
 

The huge planet will now move to the remnant of 

the gas cloud like an airplane without an engine.  

They would quit raptly fall towards the star and 

end up in a small orbit equivalent to that of the 

Earth. And this is how most explanatory systems 

appear which we can observe with the Radio-

Velocity method.  
 

There must have been just enough gas in our own 

solar system to form our planetary giants  Jupi-

ter and Saturn while the rest of the gas cloud 

must have disappeared at precisely the moment 

Jupiter and Saturn were fully formed so they 

could move unhindered to empty space without 

being slowed down by the gas cloud and drifting 

inward. This appears to be a quit an unusual co-

incidence. Like a knife 

at balance at the for-

mation of Jupiter and 

Saturn and the disap-

pearing of the gas 

disk.   
 

Over the next seven 

hundred million years 

Jupiter and Saturn 

moved slightly in-

wards until they reach 

a point where Jupiter 

revolves the sun twice 

each time Saturn or-

bits once. Such a pat-

tern is quit disturbing 

to the rest of the solar 

system and it would 

have send the more 

than one thousand bil-

lion leftovers of the comets and asteroids from 

the planetary formation, in all possible directions 

whereby some of them would have collided with 

the Earth and the moon. We can determine the 

age of the lunar craters and count how many 

there are showing us that Earth and the moon 

where quit suddenly bombarded with two thou-

sand tons of cosmic material on each square me-

ter of its surface exactly on the moment when the 

solar system was seven hundred million years 

old. This equals the ages of the preserved por-

tions of the Earth crust.  
 

Now comets are basically large ice junks. So, if 

the impacts really occurred with comets the two 

thousand tons per square meter would add up 

precisely to the amount of water that is in the 

worlds Ocean’s today. In this way we can explain 

what became of the bombard comets.  
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The European Extremely Large Telescope is a revolution-

ary scientific project for a 40m-class telescope that will 

allow us to address many of the most pressing unsolved 

questions about our Universe.  Source; www.eso.org  



The very few commentary pieces that are cur-

rently housed in geological museums around the 

world show that they do not only contain water 

but also complex pre-biological molecules. Large 

organic molecules that may have been the build-

ing-blocks to the first life. In a particular piece 

which fell in Australia in 1969, eleven of the 

twenty amino acids that makes up the proteins in 

all living organisms on Earth, where indentified. 

And perhaps even more surprising, three of the 

five letters, that is a nuclear tide basis, that 

formed the genetic alphabet where also discov-

ered. A similar piece of comet fell in Maribo in 

Denmark in 2009.   
 

Was the precise timing between Jupiter and Sat-

urn’s formation and the planetary clouds disap-

pearance really the first step towards our appear-

ance? The existence and the subsequent unique 

movements appears to be very special to our so-

lar system and without them we would not had 

the large cosmic bombardment 3.8 billion years 

ago which might have been the basis for the 

emergence of life on Earth. And this big clean-up 

of comets and asteroids 3.8 billion years ago may 

have yet another beneficially fact. Without it, 

Earth will still be hit by comets now and then, 

often resulting in the atmosphere being ripped 

off.  
 

So we can thank this large clean-up, this bom-

bardment apprehended by Jupiter and Saturn, 

for avoiding such devastating catastrophes today. 

And if Jupiter and Saturn planets are really as 

rare as we think they are, than it is maybe not so 

strange that space is so eerily silent when we   

tune our most sensitive telescopes to listen of 

anybody is making a sound.  
 

But of course we all want to know if this is all 

really true… if there is really nobody other than 

us. We are therefore now in the process of build-

ing the first giant telescope that will be able to 

take direct photos of the nearest Earth-like 

exoplanets. The ELT telescope will be larger than 

the Eifel tower and it will have a mirror the size 

of a football field. Nonetheless, it won’t be cities 

or bridges that we will be able to observe rather 

whether the atmosphere is in chemical or a bio-

logical equilibrium, whether there are some or-

ganisms that send oxygen into their atmosphere 

just as Earth’s plant life does or Methane, of 

some of Earth’s bacterial does and whether there 

is water vapor as in the Earth’s atmosphere.   
 

This will give us the first sign that there are oth-

ers than just us that have being blessed to have 

Oceans, lakes and rivers with flowing water on 

the surface of their planet. So in proximal five 

years, when the ELT telescope will stand ready 

on the mountaintop beneath the world clearest 

skies in the Chile Atacama desert, we will be 

ready to embark on the next chapter in the story 

of life’s richness.  
 

Where are they these space aliens or are there 

none? Despite the fact that there are ten billion 

Earth-like planets it looks like that, maybe, we 

are the only technological civilization in this 

enormous galaxy. If so, we are the super civiliza-

tion of the Milky Way.   
 

■ ■ ■   
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he late Carl Sagan once asked this question, 

“What does it mean for a civilization to be a 

million years old? We have had radio telescopes 

and spaceships for a few decades; our technical 

civilization is a few hundred years old… an ad-

vanced civilization millions of years old is as 

much beyond us as we are beyond a bush baby or 

a macaque.” 
 

Although any conjecture about such advanced 

civilizations is a matter of sheer speculation, one 

can still use the laws of physics to place upper 

and lower limits on these civilizations. In particu-

lar, now that the laws of quantum field theory, 

general relativity, thermodynamics, etc. are 

fairly well-established, physics can impose broad 

physical bounds which constrain the parameters 

of these civilizations. 
 

This question is no longer a matter of idle specu-

lation. Soon, humanity may face an existential 

shock as the current list of a dozen Jupiter-sized 

extra-solar planets swells to hundreds of earth-

sized planets, almost identical twins of our celes-

tial homeland. This may usher in a new era in 

our relationship with the universe: we will never 

see the night sky in the same way ever again, re-

alizing that scientists may eventually compile an 

encyclopedia identifying the precise co-ordinates 

of perhaps hundreds of earth-like planets. 
 

Today, every few weeks brings news of a new 

Jupiter-sized extra-solar planet being discovered, 

the latest being about 15 light years away orbit-

ing around the star Gliese 876. The most spec-

tacular of these findings was photographed by 

the Hubble Space Telescope, which captured 

breathtaking photos of a planet 450 light years 

away being sling-shot into space by a double-star 

system. 
 

But the best is yet to come. Early in the next dec-

ade, scientists will launch a new kind of tele-

scope, the interferome try space telescope, which 

uses the interference of light beams to enhance 

the resolving power of telescopes. 
 

For example, the Space Interferometry Mission 

(SIM), to be launched early in the next decade, 

consists of multiple telescopes placed along a 30 

foot structure. With an unprecedented resolution 

approaching the physical limits of optics, the SIM 

is so sensitive that it almost defies belief: orbiting 

the earth, it can detect the motion of a lantern 

being waved by an astronaut on Mars! 
 

The SIM, in turn, will pave the way for the Ter-

restrial Planet Finder, to be launched late in the 

next decade, which should identify even more 

earth-like planets. It will scan the brightest 1,000 

stars within 50 light years of the earth and will 

focus on the 50 to 100 brightest planetary sys-

tems. 
 

All this, in turn, will stimulate an active effort to 

determine if any of them harbor life, perhaps 

some with civilizations more advanced than ours. 
 

Although it is impossible to predict the precise 

features of such advanced civilizations, their 

broad outlines can be analyzed using the laws of 

physics. No matter how many millions of   

Dr. Michio Kaku — theoretical physicist, 

bestselling author, acclaimed public speaker, 

renowned futurist, popularizer of science, and 

co-founder of String Field Theory.  

By Dr. Michio Kaku, www. mkaku.org    

The Physics of Extraterrestrial Civilizations 
How advanced could they possibly be? 
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years separate us from them, they still must obey 

the iron laws of physics, which are now advanced 

enough to explain everything from sub-atomic 

particles to the large-scale structure of the uni-

verse, through a staggering 43 orders of magni-

tude. 
 

Physics of Type I, II, and III Civilizations 

Specifically, we can rank civilizations by their 

energy consumption, using the following princi-

ples: 
 

1) The laws of thermodynamics. Even an ad-

vanced civilization is bound by the laws of ther-

modynamics, especially the Second Law, and can 

hence be ranked by the energy at their disposal. 

2) The laws of stable matter. Baryonic matter 

(e.g. based on protons and neutrons) tends to 

clump into three large groupings: planets, stars 

and galaxies. (This is a well-defined by product of 

stellar and galactic evolution, thermonuclear fu-

sion, etc.) Thus, their energy will also be based on 

three distinct types, and this places upper limits 

on their rate of energy consumption. 

3) The laws of planetary evolution. Any advanced 

civilization must grow in energy consumption 

faster than the frequency of life-threatening ca-

tastrophes (e.g. meteor impacts, ice ages, super-

novas, etc.). If they grow any slower, they are 

doomed to extinction. This places mathematical 

lower limits on the rate of growth of these civili-

zations. 
 

In a seminal paper published in 1964 in the Jour-

nal of Soviet Astronomy, Russian astrophysicist 

Nicolai Kardashev theorized that advanced civili-

zations must therefore be grouped according to 

three types: Type I, II, and III, which have mas-

tered planetary, stellar and galactic forms of en-

ergy, respectively. He calculated that the energy 

consumption of these three types of civilization 

would be separated by a factor of many billions. 

But how long will it take to reach Type II and III 

status? 
 

Shorter than most realize. 

Berkeley astronomer Don Goldsmith reminds us 

that the earth receives about one billionth of the 

suns energy, and that humans utilize about one 

millionth of that. So we consume about one mil-

lion billionth of the suns total energy. At present, 

our entire planetary energy production is about 

10 billion billion ergs per second. But our energy 

growth is rising exponentially, and hence we can  

calculate how long it will take to rise to Type II 

or III status. 
 

Goldsmith says, “Look how far we have come in 

energy uses once we figured out how to manipu-

late energy, how to get fossil fuels really going, 

and how to create electrical power from hydro-

power, and so forth; we’ve come up in energy uses 

in a remarkable amount in just a couple of centu-

ries compared to billions of years our planet has 

been here … and this same sort of thing may ap-

ply to other civilizations.” 
 

Physicist Freeman Dyson of the Institute for Ad-

vanced Study estimates that, within 200 years or 

so, we should attain Type I status. In fact, grow-

ing at a modest rate of 1% per year, Kardashev 

estimated that it would take only 3,200 years to 

reach Type II status, and 5,800 years to reach 

Type III status. Living in a Type I,II, or III civili-

zation.  

 

For example, a Type I civilization is a truly 

planetary one, which has mastered most forms of 

planetary energy. Their energy output may be on 

the order of thousands to millions of times our 

current planetary output. Mark Twain once said, 

”Everyone complains about the weather, but no 

one does anything about it.“ This may change 

with a Type I civilization, which has enough en-

ergy to modify the weather. They also have 

enough energy to alter the course of earthquakes, 

volcanoes, and build cities on their oceans. 
 

Currently, our energy output qualifies us for 

Type 0 status. We derive our energy not from 

harnessing global forces, but by burning dead 

plants (e.g. oil and coal). But already, we can see 

the seeds of a Type I civilization. We see the be-

ginning of a planetary language (English), a 

planetary communication system (the Internet), 

a planetary economy (the forging of the European 

Union), and even the beginnings of a planetary 

culture (via mass media, TV, rock music, and 

Hollywood films). 
 

By definition, an advanced civilization must grow 

faster than the frequency of life-threatening ca-

tastrophes. Since large meteor and comet impacts 

take place once every few thousand years, a Type 

I civilization must master space travel to deflect 

space debris within that time frame, which 

should not be much of a problem.  
 

Continue reading on page 28 
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Animal Bones Found at Bottom of Hoyo 

Negro Shed lLght on the Great American 

Biotic Interchange  
 

by Bob Yirka , www.Phys.org  
 

A team of researchers from the U.S. and Mexico has found bone 

skeletons at the bottom of the Hoyo Negro cave that show that some 

animals thought to have existed only in South America also existed 

in Mexico. In their paper published in the journal Biology Letters, 

the group describes their recovery and study of multiple skeletons 

retrieved from the floor of the Hoyo Negro cave and what they 

learned from them.  
 

The Hoyo Negro cave is located on the eastern coast of the Yucatán 

Peninsula in Mexico. Back in 2007, researchers discovered that the 

cave was a treasure trove of bones from ancient animals dating back 

as far as 30,000 years ago—they also found two human skeletons. 

Thousands of years ago, the cave was completely dry, and it had     

an opening at the top through which unsuspecting animals fell          

200 feet to their deaths. Since that time, melting glaciers             

filled part of the cave with water, which served to pre-                

serve the bones. Over the past 12 years, researchers                     

have unearthed a host of skeletons. In this new                               

effort, the researchers report on a trove of                                     

skeletons they recovered and studied. 
 

The researchers report that they found one                                     

human skeleton among the bones, which                                          

was dated to approximately 12,000 years                                        

ago, providing evidence that humans ex-                                        

isted during the time of the ground sloths.                                      

The other human skeleton found in 2007                                      

dated back to approximately 13,000                                               

years ago, and is one of the oldest                                                     

human skeletons ever found in the                                                

Western hemisphere. 
 

Also among the skeletons were the                                                   

bones of a creature called Protocyon                                                         

troglodytes, which resembled a wolf,                                                

and a short-faced bear. The bear                                                    

skeleton was notable because it                                                    

represents a species that is believed                                                    

to be the largest ever to roam the Earth.                                                  

The wolf and bear were also notable                                                 

because both are believed never to have                                            

made it out of South America as part of                                            

the Great American Biotic ´Interchange–                                         

the time period after a land bridge joined                                        

North and South America (approximately                                            

3 million years ago), allowing animals from                                         

both sides passage to the other.  
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Diver with Protocyon jaw and vertebra.  
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or almost 97 years scientists are trying to 

unravel the mystery of Dark Matter and its 

partner in crime, Dark energy since 1998. None 

has a clue so far of how to answer the questions; 

what is it and how and why are we interacting 

with these invisible behaviors within our hot cos-

mic freezer.  
 

Everywhere we look we see transitions being 

made. Water freezes, melts, or boils; chemical 

bonds break and form to make new substances 

out of different arrangements of atoms. Our uni-

verse went through major transitions in early 

times. New particles were created and destroyed 

continually until things cooled enough to let them 

survive. Those particles include ones we know 

about, such as the Higgs boson or the top quark. 

But this early universe could also include dark 

matter, invisible particles which we presently 

know only because of their gravitational effects. 

In cosmic terms, dark matter particles could be a 

“thermal relic,” forged in the hot early universe 

and then left behind during the transitions to 

more moderate later eras. Meaning that eventu-

ally the density becomes so low that interactions 

become infrequent, and the particles freeze out.  
 

There is absolutely no doubt about it that you 

have heard of General relativity which is a the-

ory of gravitation that was developed by Albert 

Einstein between 1907 and 1915. But have you 

ever heard of ‘the father of dark matter’ Swiss 

astronomer and physicist Fritz Zwicky? Dur-

ing his life (1898-1974) Zwicky made valuable 

contributions to the physics of the solid state, 

gaseous ionization, and thermodynamics but   

soon turned to the study of supernovas, novas, 

and cosmic rays. And even Zwicky had discovered 

the existence of dark matter in 1933, he was 

banned from using the Palma telescope at the 

age of 70 due his outspoken opinion what was 

seen as a bad temper. Scientists are trying to put 

this galactic Sudoku puzzle of dark matter and 

dark energy together ever since.  
 

So, fasten your seatbelts, keep your finger on the 

button of your high-speed camera and get ready 

to gaze into the dark heart of our galaxy. We are 

going to explore the central question of a puzzling 

phenomenon no one knows the answer to. You 

are about to take a tour through the universe 

which gets weirder, stranger, more shocking 

along the road and, maybe even spookier than 

you expected.   
 

If you look at the universe of only 5% matter and 

70% of dark energy then what the h*ll is this 

25% of the universe we call dark matter? There 

has to be ‘something’ what creates a fine-tuned 

balance between the energy of motion (kinetic 

energy) and gravitational attraction (potential 

energy) for the universe not to collapse or explode 

in an instant. Imagine a lamp in the living room 

hanging from the ceiling. If you look closely but 

from the right distance, you can, with the naked 

eye and when UV-light is hitting the lamp with 

the right angle, see the effect of the electrons be-

ing knocked out of their orbits by the density of 

the lamp. This effect, what can be observed as 

'rising heat' is what makes us see the outlines of 

the lamp…right? Let's call this rising heat dark 

energy and what lies just behind the visible 

By Maria Anna van Driel, www.nexttruth.com 
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out-lines of the lamp, dark matter. But before we 

can see the proof of what is laying just behind the 

lamp’s density (dark matter) in its existence, its 

signal has to be detected first.   
 

A new experiment that has a very high probabil-

ity in providing a clearer picture of what dark 

matter and dark energy is bears the name ALPS 

II (DESY) but let us not forget CERN’s Axion So-

lar Telescope (CAST) or the XENON experiment 

operated at the Italian Gran Sasso National 

Laboratory. These experiments are, to many, bet-

ter known as 

“Light-through-

the-wall”.  
 

“The idea behind 

the “Light-

through-the-wall” 

experiment is to 

calculate and 

proof that there is 

an Axion-like par-

ticle that can 

travel through the 

wall and trans-

form back to pho-

ton”, DESY’s press officer Dr. Zoufal says during 

a tour. “When we can see this happening, we 

know that there has to be something different to 

photon on the other side of the wall at a special 

wave-length.”  
 

When two photons see, or meet, each other they 

sometimes overreact with excitement and split 

themselves into an electron and positron pair 

which scientists call ‘virtual particles’. But in or-

der for the tiered light particles, which are both 

chargeless and massless, to interact with one an-

other they must go through a quantum mechani-

cal loophole. (Quantum loop) They have no way 

to bounce off of each other without some kind of 

help. 
 

However, when the EM-fields of two lead ions 

swoosh through one another and high-energy 

photons have the opportunity to ‘absorb’ this 

‘energy’, as well as from the free electrons, it can 

so to speak, generate its own energy while speed-

ing up its momentum between the mirrors. At 

one point a photon has absorb that much, it will 

be in need of releasing this energy. This releasing 

of energy could be observed as a small explosion. 

Now this might sound a little bit funny but let’s  

say we have 20 of these charged light bulbs 

(photons) of which only 1 gained the needed 

mass, due a nuclear magnetic spin, to convert 

into an Axion-like particle. The remaining 19 will 

burst showing an X-ray scattering when the con-

ditions are not perfect enough for them to be con-

verted into an Axion-like particle. Nevertheless, 

these empty photons or ‘tiered light’ do have an 

important task to fulfill…making this 5% of mat-

ter visible when merging with the correct host.  
 

Although we tend to think that nature thinks-up 

the most complex 

systems, nature 

is far from being 

complex and, 

strange as it 

might sound, so is 

the behavior of 

the universe. 

Like water al-

ways chooses the 

path of the least 

resistance to 

travel from A to 

B, converting the 

charged photon 

into the hypothetical Axion seems to be perfect 

for transporting this light, disturbing or bending 

the NM (R) energy as well as making some yet 

unknown particles ‘slower’ by using its mass both 

in a controlled manner. Somehow it has to be oth-

erwise we could never have known about the 5% 

in the first place. Still, this is not the signal 

where scientists are looking for but it is a nice 

start to look for where it is not. In this you can 

think of a straw in a glass of water. Also, this sig-

nal, what can be measured, does not particularly 

have to lay in the missing (zero) mass or energy, 

after it has 'plopped' back to its original state.  
 

Our 19 light bulbs becoming almost empty or be-

ing ‘tired light, in particle physics known as the 

electromagnetic force, is not entirely a farfetched 

idea. In 1929 the Swiss astrophysicist Fritz 

Zwicky already proposed that photons gradually 

give up their energy to the intergalactic matter 

through which they travel, through a process 

analogous to Compton scattering (a collision be-

tween a photon and a charged particle, often an 

electron, in which the photon loses a substantial 

fraction of its energy), leading to a progressive 

reddening of the light. To make it all a little bit 

weirder. This tired light, having zero mass,  
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Many physicists think dark matter 

is a thermal relic, created in huge 

numbers in before the cosmos was 

a half-second old and lingering  

today because it barely interacts 

with any other particle.  
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does not hover aimlessly through the universe. It 

is likely to assume that these photons are search-

ing for ‘something’ what turns them into visible 

light and change their momentum and thus 

yields a force whereby this light is able of 

‘physically’ interacting with matter like you and 

me. Maybe we should not sweep the idea of 1, or 

maybe 2, of our 20 photons is repeating the proc-

ess of speeding up, generating more energy and 

mass, and become a hypothetical Axion again, 

immediately under the carpet. As well as the re-

maining photons are lighting up some parts of 

the universe as they are searching for a host that 

only interacts via gravity and not carrying any 

charge after they plop into the state of being 

‘tiered light’; the sterile Neutrino.  
 

And in an instant this ‘nothing’ or ‘sterility’ with 

the new flavored Neutrino becomes not nothing 

at all. Could we refer to the Sterile Neutrino-

Photon flavor as the first steps towards dark en-

ergy which in turn is ‘covering-up’ the rare pho-

ton-photon colliding? May we think, with some 

caution, of the Photon-Neutrino flavor, swirling, 

as in murmuration, through an EM-field, is dark 

matter? But wait, let me insert the ‘spooky factor’ 

to it all by looking back to my article “EVPs: are 

we really talking with the other side?” in where I 

spoke about how crystals can be triggered by EM-

vibrations, LED-light, pressure and the change in 

temperature.  
 

“Not only EM-vibrations can trigger the crystals 

inside a digital recorder. A piezo-electrical effect 

created by a light source as e.g. LED is also a po-

tential candidate for creating crazy vibrations in 

crystals which the devices (holding these crys-

tals) can translate into intelligible words or short 

sentences by for example converting light, sound, 

direct temperature differences, or mechanical 

pressure into electrical signals. (Most plastic 

dolls are made from rubber polymers like silicone 

or vinyl which are solid rubber polymers and do 

contain crystals, crystal which are being trig-

gered by temperature due the material that sur-

rounds them.)”  
 

Since the universe contains plenty of carbon, this 

‘tiered’ EM-light what has neither found a host 

nor is able to convert into an Axion, could easily 

address the carbon and creating (elastic) crystals 

in a similar manner as schist is being created in  

Limestone, which in turn is releasing a ‘special 

wave-length’ possessing potential energy. A proc-

ess as such sounds logic due its simplicity and 

might have the prospect of being one of the two 

candidates for the signal (acoustic shadow) what 

proofs the existence of this mysterious dark mat-

ter what seem to be present in our hot cosmic 

freezer.  
 

Both dark energy, created by EM-photons and 

sterile Neutrino’s, and a special wave-length, 

spawn from ordinary carbon, containing a fre-

quency or vibration being that high or that low it 

just looks like ‘nothing’ but is actually moving on 

the borders of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

(Extreme Ultraviolet Radiation) And by behaving 

as so, it instantly becomes invisible for modern 

scientific measurement equipment like the Mini-

BooNe.  
 

With this being said, this yet undetected signal 

could also lie in the sterile Neutrino absorbing an 

EM-photon within a rotating lorentz force con-

taining the perfect conditions and thus distance. 

Inside this 'tunnel' the acoustic shadows (the 

area in where sound-waves fail to propagate), 

from the moment the photon plops to the Axion, 

could be trapped inside the gravity (rotation) of a 

standing wave which is then established by 

means of the special wave length entering the 

right area of the rotating Lorentz force with a 

perfect angle. Indeed, this is a tremendous small 

window of time, almost looking for a needle in a 

haystack, but with a highly sensitive measure-

ment device this signal can be made visible.  
 

All in all, it is a plausible direction to look in 

while considering the idea that, in the end, the 

special wave-length can be responsible for mak-

ing the 5% of the matter in the universe, which 

includes you and me, visible by hitting the sur-

face of the electrical density of the non-exited 

particles, or at least extremely low charged, with 

a right angle whereby the acoustic shadow is not 

only the signal but also is creating a visible 3D+ 

effect in our hot cosmic freezer.   
 

Nonsense… farfetched… impossible?  Or could it 

lead to the understanding of the quantum-

mechanical square dance of relic Dark Matter? 

Well, if nature is allowing it, why not.   

■ ■ ■  
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Ice ages may take place on a time scale of tens of 

thousands of years, so a Type I civilization must 

learn to modify the weather within that time 

frame.  
 

Artificial and internal catastrophes must also be 

negotiated. But the problem of global pollution is 

only a mortal threat for a Type 0 civilization; a 

Type I civilization has lived for several millennia 

as a planetary civilization, necessarily achieving 

ecological planetary balance. Internal problems 

like wars do pose a serious recurring threat, but 

they have thousands of years in which to solve 

racial, national, and sectarian conflicts. 

Eventually, after several thousand years, a Type 

I civilization will exhaust the power of a planet, 

and will derive their energy by consuming the 

entire output of their suns energy, or roughly a 

billion trillion trillion ergs per second. 
 

With their energy output comparable to that of a 

small star, they should be visible from space. 

Dyson has proposed that a Type II civilization 

may even build a gigantic sphere around their 

star to more efficiently utilize its total energy 

output. Even if they try to conceal their exis-

tence, they must, by the Second Law of Thermo-

dynamics, emit waste heat. From outer space, 

their planet may glow like a Christmas tree orna-

ment. Dyson has even proposed looking specifi-

cally for infrared emissions (rather than radio 

and TV) to identify these Type II civilizations. 
 

Perhaps the only serious threat to a Type II civi-

lization would be a nearby supernova explosion, 

whose sudden eruption could scorch their planet 

in a withering blast of X-rays, killing all life 

forms. Thus, perhaps the most interesting civili-

zation is a Type III civilization, for it is truly .  

immortal. They have exhausted the power of a 

single star, and have reached for other star sys-

tems. No natural catastrophe known to science is 

capable of destroying a Type III civilization. 
 

Faced with a neighboring supernova, it would 

have several alternatives, such as altering the 

evolution of dying red giant star which is about to 

explode, or leaving this particular star system 

and terraforming a nearby planetary system.  

However, there are roadblocks to an emerging 

Type III civilization. Eventually, it bumps up 

against another iron law of physics, the theory of 

relativity. Dyson estimates that this may delay 

the transition to a Type III civilization by per-

haps millions of years. 
 

But even with the light barrier, there are a num-

ber of ways of expanding at near-light velocities. 

For example, the ultimate measure of a rockets 

capability is measured by something called 

“specific impulse” (defined as the product of the 

thrust and the duration, measured in units of 

seconds). Chemical rockets can attain specific im-

pulses of several hundred to several thousand 

seconds. Ion engines can attain specific impulses 

of tens of thousands of seconds. But to attain 

near-light speed velocity, one has to achieve spe-

cific impulse of about 30 million seconds, which is 

far beyond our current capability, but not that of 

a Type III civilization. A variety of propulsion 

systems would be available for sub-light speed 

probes (such as ram-jet fusion engines, photonic 

engines, etc.) 
 

How to Explore the Galaxy 

Because distances between stars are so vast, and 

the number of unsuitable, lifeless solar systems 

so large, a Type III civilization would be faced  
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with the next question: what is the mathemati-

cally most efficient way of exploring the hun-

dreds of billions of stars in the galaxy? 
 

In science fiction, the search for inhabitable 

worlds has been immortalized on TV by heroic 

captains boldly commanding a lone star ship, or 

as the murderous Borg, a Type III civilization 

which absorbs lower Type II civilization (such as 

the Federation). However, the most mathemati-

cally efficient method to explore space is far less 

glamorous: to send fleets of “Von Neumann 

probes” throughout the galaxy (named after John 

Von Neumann, who established the mathemati-

cal laws of self-replicating systems). 
 

A Von Neumann probe is a robot designed to 

reach distant star systems and create factories 

which will reproduce copies themselves by the 

thousands. A dead moon rather than a planet 

makes the ideal destination for Von Neumann 

probes, since they can easily land and take off 

from these moons, and also because these moons 

have no erosion. These probes would live off the 

land, using naturally occurring deposits of iron, 

nickel, etc. to create the raw ingredients to build 

a robot factory. They would create thousands of 

copies of themselves, which would then scatter 

and search for other star systems. 
 

Similar to a virus colonizing a body many times 

its size, eventually there would be a sphere of 

trillions of Von Neumann probes expanding in all 

directions, increasing at a fraction of the speed of 

light. In this fashion, even a galaxy 100,000 light 

years across may be completely analyzed within, 

say, a half million years. 
 

If a Von Neumann probe only finds evidence of 

primitive life (such as an unstable, savage Type 0 

civilization) they might simply lie dormant on the 

moon, silently waiting for the Type 0 civilization 

to evolve into a stable Type I civilization. After 

waiting quietly for several millennia, they may 

be activated when the emerging Type I civiliza-

tion is advanced enough to set up a lunar colony. 

Physicist Paul Davies of the University of Ade-

laide has even raised the possibility of a Von 

Neumann probe resting on our own moon, left 

over from a previous visitation in our system 

aeons ago. (If this sounds a bit familiar, that’s 

because it was the basis of the film, 2001. Origi-

nally, Stanley Kubrick began the film with a se-

ries of scientists explaining how probes like these  

would be the most efficient method of exploring 

outer space. Unfortunately, at the last minute, 

Kubrick cut the opening segment from his film, 

and these monoliths became almost mystical en-

tities) 
 

New Developments 

Since Kardashev gave the original ranking of 

civilizations, there have been many scientific de-

velopments which refine and extend his original 

analysis, such as recent developments in 

nanotechnology, biotechnology, quantum physics, 

etc. 
 

For example, nanotechnology may facilitate the 

development of Von Neumann probes. As physi-

cist Richard Feynman observed in his seminal 

essay, “There’s Plenty of Room at the Bottom,” 

there is nothing in the laws of physics which pre-

vents building armies of molecular-sized ma-

chines. At present, scientists have already built 

atomic-sized curiosities, such as an atomic aba-

cus with Buckyballs and an atomic guitar with 

strings about 100 atoms across. 
 

Paul Davies speculates that a space-faring civili-

zation could use nanotechnology to build minia-

ture probes to explore the galaxy, perhaps no big-

ger than your palm. Davies says, “The tiny 

probes I’m talking about will be so inconspicuous 

that it’s no surprise that we haven’t come across 

one. It’s not the sort of thing that you’re going to 

trip over in your back yard. So if that is the way 

technology develops, namely, smaller, faster, 

cheaper and if other civilizations have gone this 

route, then we could be surrounded by surveil-

lance devices.” 
 

Furthermore, the development of biotechnology 

has opened entirely new possibilities. These 

probes may act as life-forms, reproducing their 

genetic information, mutating and evolving at 

each stage of reproduction to enhance their capa-

bilities, and may have artificial intelligence to 

accelerate their search.  
 

Also, information theory modifies the original 

Kardashev analysis. The current SETI project 

only scans a few frequencies of radio and TV 

emissions sent by a Type 0 civilization, but per-

haps not an advanced civilization. Because of the 

enormous static found in deep space, broadcast-

ing on a single frequency presents a serious 

source of error. Instead of putting all your  
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eggs in one basket, a more efficient system is to 

break up the message and smear it out over all 

frequencies (e.g. via Fourier like transform) and 

then reassemble the signal only at the other end. 

In this way, even if certain frequencies are dis-

rupted by static, enough of the message will sur-

vive to accurately reassemble the message via 

error correction routines. However, any Type 0 

civilization listening in on the message on one 

frequency band would only hear nonsense. In 

other words, our galaxy could be teeming with 

messages from various Type II and III civiliza-

tions, but our Type 0 radio telescopes would only 

hear gibberish. 

Lastly, there is also the possibility that a Type II 

or Type III civilization might be able to reach the 

fabled Planck energy with their machines (10^19 

billion electron volts). This is energy is a quadril-

lion times larger than our most powerful atom 

smasher. This energy, as fantastic as it may 

seem, is (by definition) within the range of a Type 

II or III civilization. 
 

The Planck energy only occurs at the center of 

black holes and the instant of the Big Bang. But 

with recent advances in quantum gravity and 

superstring theory, there is renewed interest 

among physicists about energies so vast that 

quantum effects rip apart the fabric of space and 

time. Although it is by no means certain that 

quantum physics allows for stable wormholes, 

this raises the remote possibility that a suffi-

ciently advanced civilizations may be able to 

move via holes in space, like Alice’s Looking 

Glass. And if these civilizations can successfully 

navigate through stable wormholes, then attain-

ing a specific impulse of a million seconds is no  

longer a problem. They merely take a short-cut 

through the galaxy. This would greatly cut down 

the transition between a Type II and Type III 

civilization.  
 

Second, the ability to tear holes in space and time 

may come in handy one day. Astronomers, ana-

lyzing light from distant supernovas, have con-

cluded recently that the universe may be acceler-

ating, rather than slowing down. If this is true, 

there may be an anti-gravity force (perhaps Ein-

stein’s cosmological constant) which is counter-

acting the gravitational attraction of distant gal-

axies. But this also means that the universe 

might expand forever in a Big Chill, until tem-

peratures approach near-absolute zero.  
 

Several papers have recently laid out what such 

a dismal universe may look like. It will be a piti-

ful sight: any civilization which survives will be 

desperately huddled next to the dying embers of 

fading neutron stars and black holes. All intelli-

gent life must die when the universe dies. 
 

Contemplating the death of the sun, the philoso-

pher Bertrand Russel once wrote perhaps the 

most depressing paragraph in the English lan-

guage: “…All the labors of the ages, all the devo-

tion, all the inspiration, all the noonday bright-

ness of human genius, are destined to extinction 

in the vast death of the solar system, and the 

whole temple of Mans achievement must inevita-

bly be buried beneath the debris of a universe in 

ruins…” 
 

Today, we realize that sufficiently powerful rock-

ets may spare us from the death of our sun  
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If aliens do exist, theoretical physicist      

Michio Kaku posits, why would they want 

anything to do with us? It would be like a 

hunter talking to a squirrel, he suggests in 

the You Tube video "Why Michio Kaku 

wants to avoid alien contact at all 

costs", and he has a great point.  
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has even computed the energy necessary to cre-

ate a baby universe in the laboratory (the tem-

perature is 1,000 trillion degrees, which is within 

the range of these hypothetical civilizations). 
 

Of course, until someone actually makes contact 

with an advanced civilization, all of this amounts 

to speculation tempered with the laws of physics, 

no more than a useful guide in our search for ex-

tra-terrestrial intelligence. But one day, many of 

us will gaze at the encyclopedia containing the 

coordinates of perhaps hundreds of earth-like 

planets in our sector of the galaxy. Then we will 

wonder, as Sagan did, what a civilization a mil-

lions years ahead of ours will look like…    
 

■ ■ ■  

5 billion years from now, when the oceans will 

boil and the mountains will melt. But how do we 

escape the death of the universe itself? 
 

Astronomer John Barrows of the University of 

Sussex writes, “Suppose that we extend the clas-

sification upwards. Members of these hypotheti-

cal civilizations of Type IV, V, VI, … and so on, 

would be able to manipulate the structures in the 

universe on larger and larger scales, encompass-

ing groups of galaxies, clusters, and super-

clusters of galaxies.” Civilizations beyond Type 

III may have enough energy to escape our dying 

universe via holes in space. 
 

Lastly, physicist Alan Guth of MIT, one of the 

originators of the inflationary universe theory,  



 

hen sea-faring nations began to ex-

plore new regions of the world, one of 

their biggest concerns in making the jour-

ney safely was how to cope with weather.  
 

They could harness the wind for power. 

They could rely on the Sun and the stars for 

navigation. They could build sturdy ships. 

But if a storm rose suddenly, they were at 

nature’s mercy. More than five centuries 

later, our nation is once again on the cusp 

of exploring new worlds. And once again, 

one of our concerns about traveling long 

distances is the weather. Space weather.  

While space is a vacuum – it’s not 100% 

empty. Particles, energy and magnetic fields 

travel through the void. Much of these ema-

nate from the Sun’s corona, as part of a con-

stant outward flow known as the solar wind - 

which stretches well beyond the orbit of Neptune.  
 

There are also high energy particles or cosmic 

rays in the mix, which travel vast distances from 

dying stars or supernovae. Earth’s magnetic field 

and relatively thick atmosphere act as a shield 

against the most harmful forms of this radiation, 

but in space there is no such deterrent. If we 

want to travel though this space, we need ways to 

protect our astronauts.  
 

These particles can affect our technology, trip-

ping onboard electronics.  
 

Dr. Yari Collado-Vega, Space Weather Scientist 

at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center notes, 

“We are working hard to forecast when these par-

ticles will be at their peak, such as during solar 

flares or coronal mass ejections.”  
 

Acute exposure to these solar energetic particles 

is a serious concern for astronauts and instru-

ments. Therefore, having a better understanding 

of when to expect solar activity is important for 

safely sending our astronauts and spacecraft  

through space.  

Ironically, such space weather activity can actu-

ally protect against another threat to astronauts: 

The Sun's activity can block dangerous cosmic 

rays coming from other stars, which are con-

stantly present – illustrating the complexity of 

the system NASA tries to understand and miti-

gate for our space travelers.  
 

Over time, sea captains learned when to sail 

their ships and when to stay in harbor, based on 

their accumulated knowledge of the weather. It’s 

more risky to be on the water in the Caribbean 

during hurricane season, and you’d want to con-

sider avoiding the Northeast coast of America 

during the height of winter.  
 

Dr. Collado-Vega says, “It’s very similar to what 

we’re doing today. We’re constantly developing 

and testing new models to predict space weather. 

And we’re constantly seeking new data to refine 

those models.”  
 

A host of heliophysics missions observe space 

from a variety of vantage points, not unlike ter-

restrial weather sensors, which work in tandem 

to paint a bigger picture of our space environ-

ment.  
 

In August 2018, NASA launched the Parker So-

lar Probe to help us better understand the Sun’s 

activity, especially what drives the solar wind, 

and how energetic particles get accelerated. This 

data could be used to improve models of space 

weather forecasting – ultimately helping us find 

new and better ways to shield our spacecraft and 

protect our astronauts.  
 

Whether it was the oceans ancient ships traveled 

through or the space we will one day travel 

through, we know this: keeping a watchful eye on 

the environment around us is key to ensuring 

safe passage.  

 

For more information about what matter’s in space, 

visit www.science.nasa.gov    

The Space We Travel Through  

by Science@NASA, www.nasa.gov   

W 
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By Andy Wilson and Nick Howe, www.paranormalresearchinvestigators.co.uk  

Does Ionized Air Create a Visible                      

Dimensional World? 

nce again, Andy and Nick are back in the 

dimly lit sticky world of that Carshalton pub 

with those hard wooden seats which, in days 

gone by, could have been used to torture the 

butts off medieval heretics. This time their mus-

ings and mumblings turned to the senses and 

waking up with a feeling of missing time or the 

appearance of strange marks 

on the body. To the causal 

eavesdropper it could be as-

sumed the conversation is 

about last Friday night and 

the resultant hangover.  
 

However, these babblings 

are about much more than 

alcohol induced hallucina-

tions or are they? These are 

their observations, subjec-

tive opinions and ponderings 

concerning UFOs and haunt-

ings and what they have in 

common, if anything? Do 

they make sense or add to 

scientific discussion? Hardly. 

More the stuff of scrawlings 

on lavatory walls than Ein-

stein. Raise your kilts and 

read on MacDuff.  
 

SULPHUR 

The whole ‘debate’ kicked off 

with our intrepid investiga-

tors talking about smell and 

the paranormal. It strikes them that witnesses 

reporting hauntings or demonic goings on can 

often experience smells, particularly sulphur, in-

terestingly people reporting UFO sightings some-

times notice this as well. Why? 
 

It’s argued that it’s electrical discharges and the 

ionization of the air. Nick finds this particularly 

intriguing because two things that come to mind 

are firstly the connection with sulphur and the 

devil, which probably stems from the belief that 

volcanoes were the portals of hell. The other  

observation is that when lightning strikes, people 

often report smelling something which is proba-

bly ionized particles and they can smell like sul-

phur. Nick uses one of those ionizers in his bed-

room and it certainly gives off a smell which is 

reminiscent of sulphur, he added “it’s like the 

smell you get at fairgrounds around the dod-

gems”.   
 

So, is ionization what causes 

the smell? If it is, then you 

could presume that what 

makes UFO’s appear or 

move is somehow connected 

to the appearance of appari-

tions. Does some unknown 

force or event cause ioniza-

tion to occur as a byproduct 

of these phenomena?  
 

This leads us nicely to the 

suggestion that if hauntings 

are ‘time slips’ perhaps 

UFO’s are inter-dimensional 

as well? Certainly, there 

have been many proponents 

of the inter-dimensional the-

ory of UFO’s, people such as 

John Keel, who have noted 

that in witness statements 

relating to alien encounters, 

the supposedly ‘alien being’ 

often asks the unlucky 

‘victim’ what the year is. 

Furthermore, and before shooting off, witnesses 

report that the alien will say something along the 

lines that “I will see you in time”! It’s as if time 

was more important to them than their location 

in a three dimensional space. 
 

It could be a neat solution to the question of what 

apparitions and UFO sightings are and how they 

might be connected, in other words time slips en-

compass the ‘past’ and ‘future’ and that the forces 

at work may generate ionization which we per-

ceive as the smell of sulphur. 

O 

Poltergeists seem to possess the knowledge 

of two locations at once and take great     

delight in tormenting people with it. 
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On the question of time slips, one thing confuses 

Andy (and it’s not hard to do as a layman of sci-

ence) and it’s this: Take the case of the  appari-

tion of roman soldiers in a York cellar in the 20th 

Century. The Earth orbits the sun but over the 

centuries it will never be in exactly the same lo-

cation in space. Does this mean there is no con-

nection to location in space when time slips occur 

or is the phenomena strictly connected to the fab-

ric of planet Earth only? If that’s the case time 

slips would be a very small localized space bub-

ble. There again, time and space could be merely 

creations of our own minds and the bubble anal-

ogy is fatuous. As to what triggers time slips, if 

they exist, who knows? Nick thinks Andy should 

stick to beer farts and awful smells while letting 

greater minds figure it all out. This moves us 

nicely on to sound.  
 

SOUND 

Folklore tells us that ghostly apparitions, and 

other unworldly manifestations, moan and groan 

and create a right carry on. OK, so poltergeists 

create scratching and knocking sounds but then 

there is a valid argument, which Andy and Nick 

support, which goes along the lines that they are 

different beings. Their view is that in most re-

liable sightings of apparitions they are silent. 

This suggests that when a time slip occurs, as-

suming this is an explanation for the appearance 

of apparitions, sound just seems to disappear al-

together. There are no bird or animal noises, no 

background noise anymore just complete silence. 
 

This provides a further correlation between appa-

ritions and UFOs. Some UFO witnesses report 

sound seems to “just disappear” altogether when 

the craft moves towards them. What is happen-

ing in terms of apparitions, UFOs and time slips? 
 

Is there some sort of interference or do people 

perhaps experiencing a dissociative episode? Per-

haps, if it’s inter-dimensional, it means sound, as 

we experience it is somehow not registering in 

our brain or cannot cross the veil of the time slip, 

that is, is a distortion between different dimen-

sions crossing over into each other. Or do we 

need to pour cold water over all this? Thinking 

about it, most of the beer in the said pub tastes 

pretty much like the next subject in this stream 

of verbiage; water. 
 

WATER 

Another thing to consider is the link with water.  

There’s often water next to or underground at 

reported haunted locations. Some people theorize 

that there’s something in the makeup of water 

that gives an energy to the surrounding area, in 

folklore water has sacred connotations but then 

we need water to survive so it’s top of the ‘must 

have list’ and literally very much part of what we 

are. Nick chipped in by adding that there’s a com-

mon held belief that negative ions increase in the 

atmosphere when having a shower which pur-

portedly leads to a feeling of well being, a bit like 

that bedroom ionizer.   
 

Interestingly, 50% of UFO sightings occur near 

large bodies of water or the sea and 15% of UFO 

sightings are near lakes and fresh water. So if 

you are an alien parasite on this planet, you’re 

going to be hiding in the water, aren’t you, in 

which case your UFO becomes an Unidentified 

Submersible Object. Good place to be out of sight 

and, as Andy states, we call this planet ‘Earth’, 

which is ridiculous, because it’s 70% water. Some 

witnesses have even reported UFOs sucking up 

water into the craft so what’s that all about? In 

Britain they would be taxed for this but this was 

reported in America so HMRC stand down. 
 

Is there a connection between water, hauntings 

and UFO’s or is it just coincidental? Does water 

somehow generate an unknown force which can, 

with some people, induce psychic experiences or 

alleged UFO encounters? Are some people sus-

ceptible or sensitive enough to experience para-

normal phenomena when in the right location 

under the right conditions? Is water just a means 

by which UFOs/USOs conceal themselves? So 

many questions and no answers!  
 

As an interlude Andy added that an interestingly 

high percentage of alien abductees have blood 

type RH negative and/or green eyes. He postu-

lates that aliens are undertaking hybrid experi-

ments from their secret underwater safe holes 

with humans in order to one day be able to live 

on the surface. Andy has a friend and work col-

league who is RH negative and is keeping an eye 

on her for any strange behavior such as her little 

finger pointing up in the air like in the television 

series Invaders. End of the day Andy jokes he 

still does not know why he has not been abducted 

yet as he has green eyes and a large body of wa-

ter and fat. He should be like candy to a kid to an 

alien but perhaps the excess beer is a pollutant 

and makes him an unworthy abductee. 
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INVISIBILITY 

More specifically, this invisibility is due to what 

the human eyeball, or brain, cannot process 

within the light spectrum. UFO’s can sometimes 

be detected on radar, but not seen by the eye.  

Sometimes they are seen with the eye but they’re 

not detected on radar, which means they might 

not have any mass. Regarding apparitions, you 

can’t always see them but you can sense their 

presence. You feel that they’re there with you. 

And yet other times you can see them. Do appari-

tions have mass? Who knows? On the other hand,  

people may not be able to see UFOs or appari-

tions because they don’t exist, but then that 

would spoil the fun 

so we’ll ignore that 

and press on with 

the rest of the mut-

terings.  
 

Nick points out that 

when people actu-

ally see ghosts, the 

level of visibility 

varies from totally 

solid through to 

vague mist like 

form. If that’s the 

case, our current 

understanding is 

that the image is 

either reflected 

light or its trans-

mitted light, is 

there another form of energy that we perceive as 

light? Andy is increasingly becoming convinced 

that apparitions cannot be photographed but the 

phenomena of ‘shadow people’ can, what the dif-

ference is God only knows but the cases he’s stud-

ied has led him to this conclusion. 
 

Another commonality is that both phenomena 

can disappear very quickly, within the blink of an 

eye a UFO and an apparition can disappear. An 

apparition can also be perceived to morph and 

change shape. There have been reports of UFO’s 

morphing and changing shape as if they’re some 

sort of fifth-dimensional object in a three-

dimensional landscape. Could this mean ghosts 

and UFO’s operate in a higher dimension to us? 

Could it be that time slips mean that these 

anomalies can pass in and out of our ‘current’ 

time-frame? And could that also explain why 

they can become distorted? 

Maybe we are the fish in the pond with no con-

cept of a world above and beyond, a place so vast 

that our small brains could ever fathom (the 

jokes on Andy and Nick at this point)? It might 

explain why our current laws of physics (in the 

dirty pond water) struggle to understand the 

paranormal. Poltergeist phenomena can appear 

to be in two places at once over a vast distance 

and UFOs can move at great speed defying grav-

ity. Once again this brings us back to; time and 

space. 
 

TIME AND SPACE 

Using bar room level physics with a pint of lager 

and packet of nuts, 

Andy demonstrates 

to Nick the hypothe-

ses that there is no 

linear location A to 

location B, all you do 

is curve the space un-

til A to B is literally 

on top of each other. 

In essence, you can 

just basically leap up 

or down a very short 

distance or none at 

all if A and B are now 

touching one another. 

The light shines for 

Nick at this point as 

he used to have a 

mattress that did 

something similar. 

Perhaps that’s what these poltergeists, appari-

tions and UFOs do!   
 

Poltergeists can apport small objects, sometimes 

through solid objects such as ceilings, roofs and 

walls, by curving space and time and move a 

small object from location A (pebble outside) to 

location B (inside home). Interestingly, small ob-

jects apporting from nowhere are warm to the 

touch and even hot indicating the object has gone 

through some sort of process before materializ-

ing. Perhaps it is the curving of space and the 

parallel location lines touching each other which 

cause the Sulphur smell and ionization of parti-

cles?  
 

UFO’s appear to move and disappear in a blink of 

an eye as if distance has no boundary. As dis-

cussed earlier, the occupants of said space craft 

have also known to be  curious about ‘when’  

UFO’s appear to move and disappear in a blink of an eye as if 

distance has no boundary.  
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they arrive to Earth rather than ‘where’ they are. 

If you travelled at 90% the speed of light from the 

nearest star system considered to offer planetary 

life Alpha Centauri (4 light years), it might take 

you 2 years to reach Earth but you might also 

travel back in time slightly as you approach 

Earth at such high speed and from such great 

distance. Some argue that is why UFO sightings 

come in waves or flaps and have a pattern of be-

ing seen in 4 year plus cycles. 
 

Another pointless and interesting fact Andy likes 

to share is that ghostly apparitions and aliens 

have been described in good detail by witnesses 

except for one body part which is...their feet. Ab-

ductees never describe seeing the feet of the 

aliens and people rarely describe seeing the feet 

of ghosts. Could they both be part of the same 

hallucinatory phenomena or are they both just 

embarrassed and in need of a good pedicure?  
 

TELEPATHY 

According to eye witness reports, aliens and 

ghosts have another thing in common which is  

telepathy. Witnesses claim that ghostly entities 

or poltergeists have communicated with them 

through telepathy. The same goes for alien ab-

ductees who report that aliens have also commu-

nicated to them telepathically. So, what’s that all 

about? Are witnesses delusional? Is it mental ill-

ness?  Is it drugs?  It could be argued that if the 

facts were presented in a court of law, circum-

stantial evidence suggests that far too many un-

connected people from all parts of the world and 

at different times have experienced the same 

thing, suggesting the probability that these 

events have taken place or perhaps mankind suf-

fers from a collective psychosis. So, there’s either 

some serious strong swamp gas out there that we 

don’t know about or there might just be an ele-

ment of truth to this. 
 

Nick trying to think laterally suggests here that 

if there is a connection or shared characteristics, 

may you state that a ghost could potentially be 

an alien or vice versa? For Andy, even better 

would be for deceased Bigfoot’s (or is that big 

feet?) piloting UFO's which would conveniently 

unify the paranormal and crypto zoology field 

and make for a good comedy show at the same 

time. On a more serious note, there have been a 

number of sightings of Bigfoot and UFO’s at the 

same time and locality. An interesting connec-

tion.  

LEVITATION 

Let’s talk about getting it up in the realm of the 

paranormal. Apparitions can levitate, polter-

geists can apparently levitate objects and obvi-

ously UFO’s levitate or hover. (is anti-gravity at 

play here?) Let’s not forget these phenomena can 

cause power outages to nearby electrical equip-

ment. Do they generate an electromagnetic field 

causing the power outages?  What is it that is be-

ing produced that is causing equipment to fail? 
 

After over a century of investigating and re-

searching the paranormal there is still no tangi-

ble evidence that a force such as electromagnet-

ism is involved in paranormal phenomena. 

Rather than purchase an EMF meter one might 

be better served with a parrot on your shoulder 

when investigating cases. Andy and Nick do, the 

parrot also makes more sense than them and is 

far more adept at cheeky profanities. Animals 

appear to sense and react to spirits and also tend 

to sense UFOs a lot quicker than humans do.  

Again, what is it? What is it that they pick up 

that we don’t? 
 

Nick reminds Andy he is no Dr Doolittle and to 

be careful when it comes down to bringing ani-

mals into an investigation because we don’t actu-

ally ‘talk’ to animals and they don’t talk to us.  

So, it’s only what we observe and how we are ap-

plying our own interpretation on to them. How-

ever, you do see animals react to tsunamis. Ani-

mals can obviously detect the rumblings and the 

sounds that we’re not picking up and the change 

of air pressure etc. Right now levitation and the 

force, or forces, behind it are a complete mystery. 

Is it the same force involved in hauntings as it is 

in UFO phenomena?   
 

PHYSICAL MARKS ON BODY 

Poltergeists and aliens seem to like leaving 

physical marks on their victims. Claims include 

scratches in some hauntings and radiation burns 

and even implants when people come into close 

contact with UFO’s and the occupants. The signs 

of the stigmata should also be thrown in here. 

What about electrical hyposensitivity? Psychics 

claim that they’re more attuned with the spirit 

world and the environment affects them in-

tensely. Some alien abductees report that they 

became psychic and more aware of their environ-

ment after their experience.  So, is there a link?  

Or is it the manifestation of dissociative or a psy-

chotic disorder. But how would this explain  
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radiation marks or is there a simple medical ex-

planation or the result of the mind on the body? 
 

CONCLUSION 

Overall, there are plenty of similarities between 

hauntings and UFO’s. They can both produce 

horrible smells and produce silence during an 

anomalous event. Close proximity to water is 

common as well as ghosts and UFO’s having the 

knack of suddenly vanishing from our eyes. 

Small objects and UFO’s can suddenly appear out 

of nowhere suggesting the same force which 

could be manipulating time and space and caus-

ing anti-gravity effects is at play. Why is telepa-

thy reported in both ghostly and alien encoun-

ters?  
 

 

Is this indicative of the same neurological condi-

tion simply upgrading a hallucination from a 

standard Victorian ghost apparition package to 

new Alien 2.0 apparition?  
 

Like always, more questions are raised the 

deeper you think about these topics and if you 

were to boil this discussion down to its basic com-

ponents the common denominator would be the 

five human senses. How are our brains perceiv-

ing or misperceiving reality through our senses? 

This gives Andy and Nick an excuse to return to 

their local Carshalton Pub and discuss each of 

the human senses, starting with vision and how 

it relates to paranormal phenomena!  

■ ■ ■   
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t was April 2019 that I became tremendously 

excited when I encountered Professor G. Hen-

riques’s “unified theory” of psychology. Not only 

does Dr. Henriques offer a new way to think of 

psychology that ties together its many different 

perspectives, it is also placed in a novel, big pic-

ture view of science. This big picture view is 

called “The Tree of Knowledge System” and 

might hold the key to a consilient bridge between 

the “hard” sciences of physics and biology and the 

“soft” sciences of psychology and sociology or an-

thropology. Given the sweeping scope of his pro-

posal and the fact that it has the prospect of of-

fering a new coherent language system that con-

nects the myriad of scientific field, I reached out 

to contact him and gained the privilege to meet 

Prof G. Henriques via a Skype conversation and 

learn more about his vision.  
 

Gregg Henriques is a full professor, PhD, and a 

core faculty member in James Madison Univer-

sity's Combined-Integrated Clinical and School 

Psychology Doctoral Program. For over 20 years 

Professor Henriques has been passionate about 

the possibility of developing a more integrated 

and coherent way of approaching the science psy-

chology and the practice of psychotherapy.  
 

He first published his approach for developing a 

theoretically unified view of the field in 2003, and 

has been expanding on that view and its implica-

tions ever since. In 2011 he outlined his approach 

in the book, A New Unified Theory of Psychology. 

Since that time, in addition to authoring profes-

sional publications, professor Herriques has de-

veloped a blog on Psychology Today called Theory 

of Knowledge, which offers regular posts on a 

wide variety of topics, including updates on the 

unified theory to general issues in philosophy to 

morality to politics to current issues facing the 

field of psychology.  
 

For more information on Prof. G. Henriques, his 

books and his work www.gregghenriques.com  
 

**** 

Welcome Professor Henriques, I appreciate 

the time you are taking for this interview.  

Q: Can you tell us about yourself? Who is 

Professor Dr. Henriques? 
 

Prof. Henriques: Well, my specific specialty or 

area of training, is as a clinical or professional 

psychologist. I work with adults and adolescents 

who are dealing with problems in living and 

struggles with anxiety, depression, and relation-

ships. I am also a theorist about psychology in 

general. In my graduate training, I ended up ask-

ing what turns out to be a very complicated ques-

tion, which is: “What is this thing we call psy-

chology?” I realized that there really was no sat-

isfactory answer. That is, unlike physics which is 

the science of energy and matter and their inter-

actions, or biology, which is the science of life, 

there really is no clear answer to the issue of how 

to define psychology and I found that fascinating. 

 

Q: Were there any key defining moments for 

you? 
 

Yes, I have had a few moments of intellectual 

“light bulbs”. In undergraduate in the late 1980s, 

I got interested in gender studies and feminism 

and that was fascinating.  

In his book “A New Unified Theory of Psychology“ Prof. 

G. Henriques shows his terrific ability to  describe, ana-

lyze, and summarize without getting bogged down in 

study details. www.amazon.com 

By Maria Anna van Driel, Co-author: Prof. G. Henriques 

I 

Toward a Big Theory of Knowledge  
Professor G. Henriques Weighs In  
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Then, when I took a course on psychotherapy in-

tegration in early 1990s I started to really be-

come aware of how fragmented the field was. 

That lead me to my scholarly passion of exploring 

why psychotherapy and then psychology had so 

many different approaches and lacked a shared, 

center of understanding.   
 

Then, in 1997, I sketched out my first diagram of 

the Tree of Knowledge System. That changed 

everything for me, as it gave me a new way to see 

the world in general and the field of psychology 

in particular. The Tree of Knowledge divides the 

universe into four different dimensions of exis-

tence called Matter, Life, Mind, and Culture. 

That allows you to divide up the complex adap-

tive landscape in a different way than has previ-

ously been done 

and that new way 

allowed me to start 

arranging the puz-

zle pieces of psy-

chology in a new 

way.   
 

Q: What inspired 

you to write the 

book “A New Uni-

fied Theory of 

Psychology”?  
 

Prof. Henriques: 

Well, I had been 

publishing profes-

sional articles on my theory since 2003. And I 

had also learned an enormous amount about how 

to help people understand my theory by virtue of 

being a professor and Director of my doctoral pro-

gram. One of the great challenges of my work is 

that it is complicated and has many facets and 

introduces a number of new ideas. For example, 

the “unified theory” consists of four interlocking 

ideas.  
 

The Tree of Knowledge System is one, but there 

is also Behavioral Investment Theory, the Influ-

ence Matrix and Justification Systems Theory 

(previously called the Justification Hypothesis). 

Understandably, students would get challenged 

learning this new language and learning how to 

apply it, all while they were trying to learn other 

ways of seeing the field. After I had developed an 

outline for putting these puzzle pieces together, 

then I wanted to organize that into a book form,  

both for them and for the larger field, so folks 

could see the outline of the system I constructed 

and how it worked.  
 

To get a sense of what I am trying to do, it is use-

ful to use the metaphor of music and musical in-

struments. When I was learning about the differ-

ent models in psychology and psychotherapy, I 

experienced them each as playing a different in-

strument. When you listen to the instrument it’s 

like oh that's really beautiful. But then you try to 

combine all the instruments together when 

there's no manager, you've just get noise.  
 

I was really interested in the idea if we actually 

could generate music out of these different in-

struments. One way you would do that is to cre-

ate a Meta picture 

that would allow 

you to put the 

pieces, the instru-

ments, together on 

the same tune and 

then music arises. 

That was what I 

was thinking, that 

is what inspired me 

to write A New Uni-

fied Theory of Psy-

chology.  
 

Q: You are grant-

ing The Next 

Truth with the 

honor of being the first to announce your 

new book which is titled "The Problem of 

Psychology and its Solution”.  Will you re-

veal to us some of the content?  
 

Prof. Henriques: Sure. My 2011 book focused 

on what might be called the “meta-theoretical 

problem.” That is the problem of how do we as-

similate and integrate the various major schools 

of thought like cognitive science, behaviorism, 

humanism, and psychodynamic theory into a co-

herent picture. That is, how do we take these in-

struments and the music they can offer and har-

monize them into the same larger tune.   
 

My current book, “The Problem of Psychology 

and its Solution” is focused more directly on 

what might be called the “metaphysical” problem. 

This can be thought of as the language system 

problem or the problem of how we define  
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our terms. Most directly, it focuses on defining 

the fields core concepts, such as behavior, mind, 

and human consciousness, and doing so in a way 

that allows folks to “speak the language” of a uni-

fied theory.  
 

What I'm basically arguing in here is that there 

is no definitional system that is up to the task of 

how to coherently define these terms in any way 

that makes sense in relationship to one another. 

I think I have figured out a solution what can 

solve this obstacle in psychology. I think that a 

major problem lies in the fact that we don't know 

how to define our terms and 

that the solution is this new 

language system that can de-

fine them.  
 

Q: With your upcoming book 

do you want to turn it all 

into one kind of science in-

stead of all those little 

branches?  
 

Prof. Henriques:  I think we 

can have a much more unified 

science than we currently do. 

Currently, the field exists in a 

state of “fragmented pluralism,” 

meaning that there are almost 

an infinite number of languages 

for the field. I am hoping we 

can move to a more “integrated 

pluralism” that allows for a 

much clearer understanding of 

the core or center of the disci-

pline and then a healthier pluralism of ideas 

spreads from that core center.  
 

To see what I mean we can reflect on where phys-

ics was before Newton, where people were doing 

a lot of scientific ‘things’ and had a lot of different 

ideas but Newton did some remarkable things. 

He organized a huge branch of the field of physics 

matter in motion and generating a really beauti-

ful consolidation of all so that physicists then 

could agree. Before Newton, folks did not agree 

on how to understand matter in motion, but after 

Newton, physics became “paradigmatic” which 

means there was a shared set of understanding. I 

do believe that we can achieve a shared, paradig-

matic understanding of what psychology is about 

and how to define its core concepts in a coherent 

way and how to organize the key insights from  

the major perspectives effectively.  
 

To show what I mean, I focus on confusion re-

garding the terms mind and behavior and what 

they mean in different systems and how we can 

use the big picture afforded by the Tree of Knowl-

edge to sort out the issues. I also explore the com-

plex relationship between animals and humans, 

between science and consciousness, and between 

facts and values. I use the conceptual insights 

from the unified theory of psychology as a lan-

guage system and a guide to for how to define a 

science of psychology and to achieve a coherent 

practice of psychotherapy that 

draws from the best of the best.  
 

Q: Are you writing your up-

coming book with a particu-

lar audience in mind or will 

it be accessible for anyone 

who is interested in psy-

chology?  
 

Prof. Henriques: The book is 

being written for those with 

some background in psychology 

who are concerned about its 

state of fragmented pluralism 

and want to understand why it 

is and what a more unified view 

might look like. It is also writ-

ten with a larger audience in 

mind, although I am not sure 

how broad appeal it will have. 
 

The larger audience is the 

group of individuals who are concerned about the 

general fragmented state of knowledge in psy-

chology, the social sciences and philosophy. I 

think many people recognize that the postmodern 

or fragmented pluralism that characterizes the 

state of knowledge in these disciplines is prob-

lematic. And it may well be contributing to what 

some, like Professor John Veraeke call a meaning 

crisis. I think the problem of psychology turns 

out to connect deeply to all of these issues and 

thus is solution sets the stage both for a greater 

consilient view of knowledge in general and for 

overcoming the problem of fragmented pluralism 

and advancing a healthier and more integrated 

vision of human knowledge in general.  
 

Along these lines I lead a group called the Theory 

Of Knowledge Society, which consists of a  
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group of academics from across the disciplines 

who are dialoguing about how to generate a more 

holistic, consilient vision of science. They are in-

terested in how the Tree of Knowledge System, 

with its novel claim of four dimensions of exis-

tence, might be an important solution and might 

allow for a much more effective bridge between 

the natural and social sciences than has been 

achieved up until this point. That is, it might 

move us effectively toward a “Big Theory of 

Knowledge” in general.  
 

Q: Do you have a 

large following? I 

would think that 

will take a while 

before everybody 

is agreeing with a 

new language.   
 

Prof. Henriques: 

This is accurate, and 

it is a challenge, no 

doubt. There are sev-

eral folks who are 

interested in my 

view, but no it has 

not achieved a large 

following. I think 

that what needs to 

happen is that I need to work more on both effec-

tively communicating this complicated system 

and to help people see why the practical solutions 

that follow from it are highly valuable. That is 

one of the reasons I shifted focus for the last 

seven years and have been blogging on Psychol-

ogy Today.  
 

I think there are a large number of people who 

sense that we are living in this state of deep con-

fusion and are seeking better ways to cut through 

all the information and organize it in a way that 

allows for better understanding. I think the Tree 

of Knowledge System can do that. I am just work-

ing out ways of messaging that truth so that folks  

can grasp it and they can start to see that it has 

applications that really matter. For example, I 

have focused quite a bit on applying my theory to 

depression. It is fascinating to me how confused 

we are about that concept. I explain why the uni-

fied theory readily characterizes depression as a 

state of behavioral shutdown and how that can 

help people deal with it in a much clearer way.  
 

According to the World Health Organization, de-

pression is the number one global burden of ill-

ness. It is striking to me and a bit disheartening 

to see how much con-

fusion there is in de-

fining and talking 

about this very im-

portant and preva-

lent condition. One of 

the things the unified 

theory can help us 

do, is get our mental 

health concepts 

framed correctly. 

That is crucial and 

has lots of real-world 

implications.    
 

Q: When do you 

think your new 

book “The Problem 

of Psychology and its Solution” will be 

available, where will it be published?  
 

Prof. Henriques: I don’t have a publisher yet 

and I am still working on fine tuning my “voice” 

in the work and laying out the argument. I have 

all the pieces and have drafts of most of the chap-

ters, but it has not quite been formed into a co-

herent whole yet.  
 

But, I am hopeful that I will be finished with a 

reasonably complete draft by the end of this year 

and then I will look for a publisher. Hopefully it 

will be via Amazon by the end of 2020.    

■ ■ ■  
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